DSGE models are designed to mimic only certain aspects of reality, usually speci…ed moments of observable data. They typically have other implications that are clearly false and lead to their immediate rejection if taken literally. Widely used calibration exercises compare the implications of DSGE models for the distribution of speci…ed sample moments with the corresponding data. This paper shows that this procedure takes DSGE models literally, and therefore retains the implications that lead to their immediate rejection. If, instead, the DSGE model is interpreted only to imply particular population moments, and not the distributions of the corresponding sample moments, this logical dif…culty does not emerge but the model then has no falsi…able implications. The constructive contribution of the paper is to merge the DSGE model with an atheoretical econometric model in a logically consistent way that has refutable implications for observable data. This leads to practical procedures that compare the prior distribution of the DSGE model and the posterior distribution of the atheoretical model for the population moments the DSGE model is intended to describe. The concepts are illustrated using four competing DSGE models of the risk-free rate and the equity premium. The synthesis advanced in the paper resolves the equity premium puzzle in this context.
Introduction
The dynamic, stochastic, general equilibrium (DSGE) model has become a central analytical tool in studying aspects of economic behavior in which aggregate uncertainty is important. Models in this family abstract su¢ ciently from measured economic behavior that clari…cation of the dimensions of reality they are intended to mimic is essential if they are to deepen our understanding of real economies. If the relation between DSGE models and measured economic behavior can be made formal, explicit, and simple, then the analytic power of this approach and our understanding of economic behavior will be enhanced. The objective of this study is to provide such a formal, explicit and simple characterization of the relation between DSGE models and measured economic behavior.
The approach taken here is to examine three alternative interpretations of the relationship. The …rst, called the strong econometric interpretation, leads to conventional likelihood based econometric methods. It is widely understood that DSGE models fare badly under this interpretation, and the DSGE literature consistently disavows its appropriateness given the level of abstraction in the models. The second, called the weak econometric interpretation, greatly reduces the dimensions of observed behavior a DSGE model is designed to explain. It is the interpretation advanced by Kydland and Prescott (1996) . Its assumptions are in fact no weaker than those that lead to likelihood based econometrics, and so DSGE models fare badly under this interpretation as well, although the failure is not so immediately evident. This study develops and extends a third, minimal econometric interpretation of DSGE models introduced by DeJong, Ingram and Whiteman (1996) . The assumptions underlying this interpretation are much weaker, and it is immune to the di¢ culties encountered in likelihood based econometrics. To be capable of explaining measured aggregate economic behavior, however, DSGE models under this interpretation must be married to econometric models that provide empirically plausible descriptions of measured behavior. This study shows how to do this in a way that is formal, explicit, simple, and easy to implement.
The three econometric interpretations are all presented with reference to a particular substantive application -DSGE models designed to explain the equity premium. The paper begins, in Section 2, by setting forth four such models. The alternative econometric interpretations are taken up in turn in Sections 3, 4, and 5. In each case numerical and graphical methods are used to illustrate the application to equity premium models. The weak econometric interpretation (Section 4) corroborates the …ndings of the DSGE literature regarding the equity premium puzzle -as it must, for this is the interpretation used there. The minimal econometric interpretation (Section 5) overturns some of the …ndings widely regarded as established by DSGE models.
The essential elements of DSGE models
Dynamic, stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models have several common elements. They specify preferences of economic agents over alternative paths of consumption, a technology of production, and perhaps a government sector. They assume that all economic agents choose their most preferred path of consumption. They allow stochastic perturbations to the production technology. They use the principle of competition to determine equilibrium paths of quantities and prices, as functions of tastes, technology, and stochastic shocks. Tastes, technology, and the assumption of competition transform the technology shock distribution to a distribution of quantities and prices.
To isolate the econometrically relevant implications of these models, let "A" denote the assumptions of a particular model. For example, these could include the assumptions that preferences are time separable with constant relative risk aversion in each period, production is Cobb-Douglas, shocks to technology are log-normal and …rst order autoregressive, and equilibrium is competitive. Let A denote the vector of parameters that provide quantitative content for the model -for example, the speci…cation that labor's share is .70, the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion is 2.0, and so on. Finally, let "y" denote an observable, …nite sequence of quantities and prices whose equilibrium values the model describes, for example 90 years of annual asset returns and output growth.
If the model has a unique equilibrium then it implies a distribution of y, given the values of the parameters. A generic expression for this distribution is p (y j A ; A). In most DSGE models, p (y j A ; A) cannot be derived in closed form. However, it is typically not di¢ cult to learn about p (y j A ; A) by means of forward simulations: given a value of A , pseudo-random vectors e y can be drawn independently and repeatedly from p (y j A ; A). In many cases, this ability to simulate is su¢ cient to draw formal conclusions about the model and use it to study the substantive questions it was designed to address.
An example: General equilibrium models of the equity premium
Average annual real returns on relatively riskless short-term securities in the U.S. have been about one percent during the past one hundred years. Annual real returns on equities over the same period have averaged above six percent. The equity premiumthe di¤erence between the return to equities and the return to relatively riskless shortterm securities-has therefore exceeded …ve percent during the past century in the U.S. Many simple general equilibrium models predict average returns on riskless assets that are much higher than the observed average value, and average equity premia that are much lower, given parameter values generally regarded as reasonable. This predictive failure has become known as the equity premium puzzle. Kocherlakota (1996) provides a review of the literature. In the simplest general equilibrium model of the equity premium there is a single perishable good produced and consumed each period. Let period t production of the good be y t , and denote the period-to-period gross growth rate of output by x t = y t =y t 1 . The representative agent orders preferences over random paths of consumption fy t g by
In this expression 2 (0; 1) is the subjective discount factor, and E t denotes expectation conditional on time t information. The instantaneous utility function is the constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility function
it being understood that U (c t ) = log (c t ) when = 1 . The parameter is the coe¢ cient of relative risk aversion in the instantaneous utility function (2), and is also proportional to the marginal rate of intertemporal substitution in the preference ordering (1).
De…ne a riskless asset to be a claim to one unit of consumption in the next period. If such an asset is held in this economy, its period t price must be
De…ne one share of equity to be a claim to the fraction f of output in all future periods. If this asset is held in this economy, its period t price must be
from which
From (4), the share price is proportional to output. If the growth rate x t is stationary, then q t =y t is also stationary even though output y t is not. This is a consequence of the assumption that instantaneous utility is of the CRRA form (2) -in fact, (2) is the unique instantaneous utility function with this property in (1) (King, Plosser and Rebelo, 1990 ). Mehra and Prescott (1985) assume that the growth rate x t is a …rst order Markov chain with n discrete states. The growth rate is j in state j. Assume that the time t information set includes the history of growth rates, and let P t denote probability conditional on time t information. Then the Mehra-Prescott assumption can be expressed
The Mehra-Prescott and Rietz models
Suppose that this economy is in state i at time t. Then from (3) and (6), the price of the riskless asset is
and the return to the riskless asset held from period t to period t + 1 is
From (4) the share price q t is proportional to output y t . Hence for x t = i , denote the share price q t = w i y t . Substituting in (5),
Solving this system of n linear equations for (w 1 ; : : : ; w n ) yields the share prices w i y t . If x t 1 = i and x t = j , then the net return to equity holding from period t 1 to period t is Mehra and Prescott (1985) take up the case n = 2, and restrict 11 = 22 = . They choose 1 = 1:054, 2 = 0:982, and = 0:43 to match the mean, standard deviation, and …rst order autocorrelation in the annual growth rate of per capita U.S. real consumption between 1889 and 1978. They then examine whether there are values of less than 10 and any values of 2 (0; 1) consistent with the observed average annual real returns of 0.0080 for short-term relatively riskless assets, and 0.0698 for the Standard and Poor's Composite Stock Price Index, over the same period. Their conclusion is negative. Rietz (1988) uses the same model but adds a third state for output growth (n = 3). The third state occurs with low probability, the growth rate in this state is quite negative, and return to one of the two normal growth states occurs with certainty in the next period. Rietz concludes that this model is consistent with the observed average returns to riskless assets and the Stock Price Index, for some combinations of the parameter values -for example, in the range of 5 to 7, above .98, and a probability of about 0.1% of a growth rate in which half of output is lost. Labadie (1989) takes
The Labadie and Tsionas models
Tsionas (2005) generalizes this to
with f! t g and f" t g mutually independent. The riskless asset price follows from (3):
The net return on holding the riskless asset is thus
Direct substitution in (4) leads to
where = 1 . The expression (8) converges, and equilibrium with …nite equity prices exists, if and only if M 2 =2 1 2 1 < 1 . De…ning the left side of (8) to be h t , the return to equity is then s t = x t (h t + 1) =h t 1 1.
Tsionas (2005) thus extends Labadie (1989) by permitting the growth shock to be a scale mixture of normals. The best known scale mixture of normals is the Student-t distribution, corresponding to an inverted gamma mixing distribution p ! ( ). However, the inverted gamma distribution has no moment generating function: the implicit integral on the left side of (7) diverges, and there is no equilibrium with …nite asset prices (see Geweke (2001) ). An attractive ‡exible family of symmetric distributions is the …nite scale mixture of normals, for which the moment generating function is trivial and always exists. A distribution in this family has n components, with component i assigned probability p i . Conditional on component i, ! t = ! (i) (i = 1; : : : ; n). Thus, the p.
To extend Labadie's model in much the same way that Rietz extended Mehra and Prescott, let n = 2, let i = 1 denote the "normal" state, and let i = 2 denote the "high variance"state. We refer to this subsequently as the Tsionas model.
The Labadie and Tsionas models can be calibrated in the same way as the MehraPrescott and Rietz models. In the Labadie model choose 0 , 1 , and 2 to match the same three moments used by Mehra and Prescott: the mean, standard deviation, and …rst-order autocorrelation coe¢ cient of U.S. consumption growth for 1889 through 1978. For the Tsionas model do the same thing, except to substitute ! (1) for 2 . To parallel the treatment of Rietz, let p 1 = 0:99 and p 1 = 0:01 in the Tsionas model.
Strong econometric interpretation
The strong econometric interpretation of a dynamic, stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model is that the model provides a predictive distribution for an observable sequence of quantities and/or prices y. Given the parameter values, p (y j A ; A) is the ex ante, predictive distribution for the observables y. Then, letting y o denote the observed value of y, L ( A ; y o ; A) = p (y o j A ; A) is the likelihood function ex post. To provide such a predictive distribution the model must specify values of the parameters A , or indicate a reasonable range for parameter values and a distribution over that range, not just a distribution conditional on an unknown parameter vector A . Many studies that construct and calibrate DSGE models provide this sort of information about parameter values, at least informally, by means of reference to values in the literature and through their choice of calibrated values used in simulations.
In the Mehra-Prescott and Rietz variants of the DSGE equity premium models, the number of states is …nite. Given n states, there can be at most n 2 di¤erent observable combinations of consumption growth and asset returns. Obviously this property does not characterize the data in any literal way. Formally, the likelihood function is zero for all parameter values in these models, which would therefore be rejected by conventional econometric speci…cation tests. In fact the observed combinations of the risk free rate and equity premium have a very dispersed support, as illustrated in Figure 1 (a).
Similar problems with respect to the support of the distribution of observables arise in the Labadie and mixture variants of the model. Corresponding to any growth rate there is exactly one riskless return (7), and to any two successive growth rates, one risky return based on (8). Thus, for example, these models imply
Because this condition is violated in the data, likelihood-based speci…cation tests will reject the model. The observed combinations of growth rates and risk free rates, displayed in Figure 1 (b), do not even suggest a relationship like (9). The restriction of observables to a degenerate space of lower dimension is a well documented failure of most DSGE models. Watson (1993) , for example, has illustrated that the reduction in dimension is not even approximately true as a characterization of the data in the one-sector neoclassical model of King, Plosser, and Rebelo (1988) . The problem derives from the small number of shocks-often just one, as is the case here-and the larger number of observables. Smith (1993) presents a simple real business cycle model with two shocks and two observables, and employs a formal, likelihood-based approach to make inferences about parameter values. Since observables are not restricted to a space of lower dimension, his model is not trivially rejected under the strong econometric interpretation. The di¢ culty lies not in the economics of dynamic general equilibrium, but in the fact that the technology of building this kind of model is not generally developed to the point of accommodating a su¢ ciently large number of shocks in a credible way. A strong econometric interpretation of DSGE models requires an explicit accounting for the dimensions of variation observed in the data, that are not accounted for in the model.
Weak econometric interpretation
Most macroeconomists who work with DSGE models eschew the strong econometric interpretation. For example, Mehra and Prescott (1985) in constructing their model of consumption growth, the riskless return, and the equity premium, plainly state that the model is intended to explain the …rst moments in returns, but not the second moments. That is, the model purports to account for sample average values of the riskless return and the equity premium, but not for the volatility in returns (Mehra and Prescott, 1985, p 146) . Kydland and Prescott (1996, p 69) also emphasize that the model economy is intended to "mimic the world along a carefully speci…ed set of dimensions."
To begin the process of formalizing this interpretation of DSGE models, let z =f (y) denote the dimensions of the model that are intended to mimic the real world. In the DSGE literature such dimensions are typically sample momentsmeans, variances, autocorrelations, and the like. The weak econometric interpretation of a DSGE model is that the model provides a predictive distribution for the functions z =f (y) of the observable, …nite sequences of quantities and/or prices y. This section argues that this is the interpretation most frequently given to DSGE models by macroeconomists, including Kydland and Prescott (1996) , and that it is in fact a special case of prior predictive analysis, articulated at least as early as Box (1980) . While applications of DSGE models sometimes resort to ad hoc comparison of predictive distributions with observed behavior careful investigators, including Kydland and Prescott (1996) , use the weak econometric interpretation of DSGE models presented here. This section illustrates this interpretation in the context of the equity premium model introduced in Section 2. Finally, this section shows that this implementation of the weak econometric interpretation in fact makes the same assumptions as the strong econometric interpretation.
Formalizing the weak econometric interpretation
Given a complete, probabilistic speci…cation of the model along the lines outlined in Section 3.2, p (z j A ; A) is implied by p (y j A ; A) and z =f (y). Hence there is a predictive density
In the DSGE literature, this predictive density is typically investigated by means of simulation, or computational experiments. Often, A is …xed, or a few di¤erent values of A are considered to allow for uncertainty about A . These are simply particular forms of the prior density p ( A j A). Formally, a computational experiment is e
A ; A , e z (m) = f e y (m) (m = 1; : : : ; M ). The pseudo-random vectors e z (m) characterize the predictive distribution of the model, and can be compared with the observed value, z o . Kydland and Prescott (1996, p 70) are quite clear about this process:
If the model has aggregate uncertainty. . . then the model will imply a process governing the random evolution of the economy. In the case of uncertainty, the computer can generate any number of independent realizations of the equilibrium stochastic process, and these relations, along with statistical estimation theory, are then used to measure the sampling distribution of any desired set of statistics of the model economy.
And, again (Kydland and Prescott, 1996, pp 75-76) :
If the model economy has aggregate uncertainty, …rst a set of statistics that summarize relevant aspects of the behavior of the actual economy is selected. Then the computational experiment is used to generate many independent realizations of the equilibrium process for the model economy. In this way, the sampling distribution of this set of statistics can be determined to any degree of accuracy for the model economy and compared with the values of the set of statistics for the actual economy. In comparing the sampling distribution of a statistic for the model economy to the value of that statistic for the actual data, it is crucial that the same statistic be computed for the model and the real world. If, for example, the statistic for the real world is for a 50-year period, then the statistic for the model economy must also be for a 50-year period.
A formal Bayesian approach conditions on z o , the observed dimensions of the real world the model is intended to address. Given two competing models, A and B, the posterior odds ratio is then
.
For purposes of model evaluation and comparison, therefore, it is the predictive density of z at the observed value z o that matters. This has long been recognized in the Bayesian model evaluation literature. Box (1980, pp 385-386) describes exactly this approach, referring to f as a "relevant model checking function," and traces its use in this fashion to Good (1956) and Roberts (1965) among others. Lancaster (2004, pp 79-81) and Geweke (2005, pp 262-267) describe computational methods for the systematic application of this approach, which they term prior predictive analysis, to model evaluation and comparison. The former text explicitly notes (p 81) that calibration as conventionally practiced is a special case of prior predictive analysis.
If the order of the vector z is small-say, three or less-then numerical approximation of p (z o j A) is straightforward, and much simpler than the numerical approximation of the full marginal likelihoods would be under the strong econometric interpretation of the DSGE model. The latter requires backward simulation, for example by means of a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm. The former only requires the e z (m) produced through the forward simulation in the familiar computational experiments of the DSGE literature. Conventional smoothing procedures like kernel density methods will provide a numerical approximation to p (z o j A):
where the kernel smoother K (z; z o ) is a nonnegative function of z that is concentrated near z o and integrates to one. This computational procedure also provides the numerical approximation
to any posterior moment.
As a by-product, the forward simulation exercise produces the full predictive distribution of z, including points far from the observed value. Careful examination of these points can lead to further insights into the model.
Illustration in the equity premium model
The Mehra-Prescott and Labadie models completely specify the distribution of growth. The Rietz and Tsionas models each specify the distribution of growth up to a single, unknown parameter: 3 , growth in the event of a crash, and ! (2) , the high variance, respectively. For the Rietz model, adopt the prior distribution Deciles for both distributions are given in Table 1 . The distribution of 3 is centered at 3 = :509, halving of expected output, which is the intermediate of the three examples taken up in Rietz (1988) . The distribution of ! (2) centers the standard deviation in the high variance state about 1.26, implying that in this state output is about as likely to be between one-third and triple its normal value as it is to be outside this range.
All other parameters in the models pertain to the consumption growth process. In the exercises reported here these parameters were held …xed at their calibrated values, which are chosen to reproduce the mean, standard deviation, and …rst order autocorrelation of the consumption growth rate. Modifying the analysis by introducing prior distributions for these parameters increases the technical complexity of the exercise, because the dimension of the predictive distribution is increased from two to …ve, but should have little e¤ect on the …nal results.
None of the models …x the relative risk aversion parameter or the subjective rate of discount . This analysis employs priors that should provide substantial probabilities to the ranges most economists would regard as plausible. For , take log s N :4055; 1:3077 2 , and for , log [ = (1 )] s N 3:476; 1:418 2 .
. Deciles for these prior distributions are also shown in Table 1 . The prior distribution for is centered at = 1:5, and a centered 80% prior credible interval for is (0.281, 8.0). The prior distribution for is centered at 0.97, and a centered 80% prior credible interval is (0.84, 0.995).
These prior distributions, together with the data densities described in Section 2, provide predictive densities for all four models: Mehra-Prescott, Rietz, Labadie, and mixtures. For each model, draws from predictive densities for output growth rate and asset returns can be made by (1) drawing from the prior distributions of the unknown parameters; (2) conditional on the drawn parameters, generating a sample of 90 successive years of growth rates from the probability density for fx t g; (3) solving for the riskless and risky returns in each year as indicated in Section 2. Draws from the predictive density for any function of output growth rate and asset returns, are then just the corresponding functions of this generated, synthetic sample. For example, to draw from the predictive density for 90-year means of the risk free rate and the equity premium, following step (3), just construct these functions and record them. Notice that the predictive density for the mean risk free rate and mean equity premium accounts for both uncertainty about parameter values (by means of the draws from the prior) and sampling variation due to 90-year averaging (by means of the 90-year simulation).
Figures 2 and 3 show the predictive distributions for 90-year averages of the risk free return and equity premium, as represented by 1,000 points e z (m) drawn from p (z jA) for each model. In each panel, the vertical line indicates the observed value of .008 for the risk free rate and the horizontal line indicates the observed value of .0618 for the equity premium. The supports of the Rietz and Tsionas model predictive distributions include the observed values, but those of the Mehra-Prescott and Labadie model predictive densities do not. This is qualitative corroboration of the failure of the latter two models to explain the equity premium puzzle in the weak econometric DSGE literature, and the ability of the Rietz model to account for the observed means. It extends this corroboration to the Tsionas model.
High values of the risk free rate correspond to low values of . Negative values of the risk free rate and high equity premia in the Rietz and Tsionas models typically re ‡ect high risk aversion in conjunction with a low probability of very negative growth rates. The values of the risk free rate and equity premium in the Rietz and Tsionas models close to the historical averages typically correspond to situations in which very negative growth rates were possible but did not occur during the simulated 90-year history. Table 2 provides approximations of the log marginal likelihood, log [p (z o j A)], of each of the four models under the weak econometric interpretation. An independent symmetric bivariate Gaussian density kernel was centered at the observed sample mean for the riskless return and equity premium, and points were drawn from the predictive density p (z jA). The density kernel was symmetric. Various standard deviations were used as indicated in the left column of Table 2 . As one moves down the rows, approximations show greater bias (because they include values of e z (m) farther from the data point) but less variance (because more points are given weight). Asymptotic standard errors for the kernel density approximations are indicated parenthetically. Table 2 shows that the marginal likelihoods of the Mehra-Prescott and Labadie models are zero. The Tsionas model is favored over the Rietz model, the Bayes factor being about 3:1.
Di¢ culties with the weak econometric interpretation
As the DSGE literature emphasizes, all models are approximations of reality, and it is important to clarify which aspects of reality a model is intended to mimic. In the strong econometric interpretation of a model, this limited scope is recognized in the choice of the random vector y. If, subsequently, attention is shifted to only a subset of the original variables, there are no conceptual di¢ culties: one simply works with the marginal distributions of the included variables.
The dimensions of reality addressed by DSGE models entail a reduction of a di¤erent kind. For example, the equity premium models are intended to explain sample means of the riskless return and equity premium, but no other aspects of these returns. This is not possible: if the model accounts for (T + 1)-year averages as well as T -year averages, then the model also has implications for the year-to-year returns.
More signi…cantly, the DSGE calibration literature takes the short-run dynamics of these models literally, in establishing the sampling distribution of the set of statistics z that summarize the relevant aspects of the behavior of the actual economy. This fact is emphasized in Kydland and Prescott (1996) . It is made quite clear in careful calibration studies, for example Gregory and Smith (1991, p 298) and Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992, pp 436 and 439) . Bayesian prior predictive analyses of complete models also incorporate all of the dynamics of the model, and the use of the sampling distribution of z in the DSGE calibration literature is equivalent to such an analysis.
There is an important distinction in context between the DSGE calibration literature and a prior predictive analysis, however. The latter treats the model as descriptive of the entire distribution of z. The former regards the model as predictive for the …rst moment but no other aspects of z. The sampling distribution of the statistic z is often a function of profoundly unrealistic aspects of DSGE models, aspects that lie outside the dimensions of reality the models were intended to mimic. For example, in the equity premium models the sampling distribution of average asset returns over the 90-year period are closely related to the variances of these returns, through the usual arithmetic for the standard deviation of a sample mean. In establishing the sampling distribution of these means through repeated simulation of the model, one is taking literally the second moments of returns inherent in the model. These are precisely the dimensions the original model was not intended to capture (Mehra and Prescott, 1985, p 146) , and the models are unrealistic in these dimensions. For example, the sample standard deviation of the equity premium is .164 in the 1889-1979 data, whereas at prior median values the standard deviation is .055 in the Mehra-Prescott model and .258 in the Rietz model.
The weak econometric interpretation of DSGE models leads to formal methods for model comparison that are easy to implement and have an unambiguous interpretation. As a by-product, there are some interesting and useful visual displays. But the assumptions that underlie the weak econometric interpretation are in fact the same as those made in the strong econometric interpretation: the model is assumed to account for all aspects of the observed sequence of quantities and/or prices.
Minimal econometric interpretation
The logical problems encountered in the proposition that DSGE models account for only a few sample moments of observed sequences of quantities and prices prevents the development of this notion into coherent methods of inference about these models. To broaden the proposition to assert that DSGE models in fact provide likelihood functions leads to outright dismissal of many of these models (Section 3). This section considers a more modest claim for DSGE models, also studied by DeJong, Ingram and Whiteman (1996) : only that they account for population moments of speci…ed, observable functions of sequences of prices and/or quantities. A DSGE model, A, with a given parameter vector A , implies population moments m =E (z j A ; A), where z =f (y) is the same vector of sample moments considered under the weak econometric interpretation. If A is endowed with a prior distribution p ( A j A), then A provides a distribution for m as well.
By not claiming to predict sample moments, the minimal econometric interpretation avoids the logical pitfall that carrying out inference based on the model's predictive distribution for these moments leads inevitably back to a conventional likelihood function. What is given up in this retreat is that the DSGE model, by itself, now has no implications for anything that might be observed -no one will ever see a population moment. To endow such a model with empirical content it is necessary to posit, separately, a link between the population moments m and the observable sequence of prices and/or quantities y. DeJong, Ingram and Whiteman (1996) also noted the need for such a link. This section shows how to do this formally, and provides some examples of the procedure. The result is an integration of atheoretical econometric models with DSGE models.
Formal development
Let A and B denote two alternative DSGE models, each describing the same vector of population moments m by means of the respective densities p (m jA) and p (m jB). The densities could be degenerate at a point but in general are not because of subjective uncertainty about parameter values in both models.
Introduce a third econometric model E that speci…es a conditional distribution of observables p (y j E ; m;E) together with a proper conditional prior distribution p ( E j m;E). Model E is incomplete because it provides no prior distribution p (m jE): in this sense it may be said to be atheoretical. The prior distribution for m is provided either by model A through p (m jA) or by model B through p (m jB). Thus Condition 1 Conditional on the DSGE model A and the econometric model E, p (m; E ; y jA; E) = p (m jA) p ( E j m;E) p (y j E ; m;E) .
Conditional on the DSGE model B and the econometric model E,
The sole function of the DSGE is to provide a prior distribution for m. We have immediately Proposition 2 Given Condition 1,
and p (y j m;B;E) = p (y j m;E), as well.
From Condition 1 and Proposition 2 we have
Proposition 3 Given Condition 1,
The evidence about models A and B, in the context of the econometric model E, is in the convolutions
whose ratio in (10) is the Bayes factor in favor of model A. Loosely speaking, if p (y o j m;E) overlaps more with p (m jA) than with p (m jB), the Bayes factor favors model A. This looser interpretation underlies the con…dence interval criterion proposed in DeJong, Ingram and Whiteman (1996) , for univariate m. The odds ratio (10) provides an exact interpretation, that also extends to multivariate m. (11) is the convolution of two densities, the …rst of which is the density for m implied by the DSGE model, A. It can be accessed by means of the conventional simulations used in the calibration literature: if
The expression
A is a random sample from p ( A j A), then m
is a random sample from p (m jA); similarly for p (m jB).
To access p (y o j m;E), the second density in (11), de…ne the auxilliary model E with the improper prior distribution p (m jE ) / constant, p ( E j m;E ) = p ( E j m;E) and p (y j E ; m;E) = p (y j E ; m;E ). Then
. (12) A posterior simulator for y o and the auxilliary model E provides a sample m (s) E whose density kernel is p (y o j m;E) : Thus from (10)
Models A and B can be compared on the basis of three simulations of the moment vector m: m E (r = 1; : : : ; N E ) drawn from p (m j y o ; E ). Informal comparison can be based on a visual inspection of the clouds of points from these three models. A more formal comparison can be made by means of the kernel density approximation,
and similarly for p (B j y o ; E).
Illustration in the equity premium model
In the equity premium example the vector m consists of the population means for the risk free rate and the equity premium. Here we use perhaps the simplest econometric model E with implications for m: a …rst-order Gaussian bivariate autoregression for the risk free rate at equity premium, with stationarity imposed: = 1879; : : : ; 1978) where the 2 1 vector y t consists of the observed risk free rate and equity premium in the indicated year, and " t iid s N (0; ).
Draws of m from the posterior distribution were obtained using a Metropolis within Gibbs posterior simulation algorithm. An improper prior for (m; F; ), ‡at subject to the stationarity condition on F, was employed. This prior satis…es the conditions for the model E discussed above. Some posterior moments for the parameters are indicated in Table 3 . There is modest autocorrelation in the riskless rate (about 0.4), less in the equity premium (about 0.2), and very little cross correlation between the two time series. The innovation variance in the equity premium exceeds that of the risk free rate by a factor of more than 10. The implied standard deviation for the equity premium is over .16, and that for the riskless rate is over .05.
The posterior distribution of m is indicated by the crosses in each panel of Figures  4 and 5. The range of values well within the support of the posterior distribution extends far beyond the observed sample means, indicated by the horizontal and vertical lines in each panel. A centered 90% posterior credible interval for the mean of the risk free rate extends from -0.9% to 2.6%. For the equity premium the range is much larger: from 2.2% to 9.7%. Even with 90 years of data, there is great uncertainty about the population mean of the equity premium. This uncertainty is due to the great variance in the equity premium from year to year. It is not due to drift: there has been no tendency for the equity premium to rise or fall secularly (Mehra and Prescott, 1985, Table  1 .) Then, the corresponding population moments were computed. For the MehraPrescott and Rietz models there are closed form expressions for these moments. For the Labadie and Tsionas models, a simulation of 1,000 periods was made corresponding to each set of parameter values drawn from the prior. Then a second antithetic simulation (i.e., shocks with signs reversed) was made. Then the mean of the risk free rate and equity premium averaged over the two 1,000-period simulations was used in lieu of the population mean.
Comparisons of the panels in Figures 2 and 3 In the minimal econometric interpretation, a model receives support to the extent that the posterior density p (m j y o ; E ), represented by the crosses in Figures 4 and 5, overlaps with the prior density p (m jA), represented by the dots, in a manner that is made explicit in expression (12). Because the posterior density p (m j y o ; E) is so di¤use, there is substantial overlap between p (m j y o ; E ) and p (m jA) for each of the four alternative models A. This is true even of the Mehra-Prescott and Labadie models, which received no support under the weak econometric interpretation. The weak econometric interpretation takes literally the unrealistically small variance in the riskless return and equity premium implied by these two models and concludes that the cannot account for the observed averages. The minimal econometric interpretation utilizes the much greater sampling variation implied by the bivariate autoregression, and interprets the historical evidence about population moments as being much weaker. This …nding underscores the point made forcefully by Eichenbaum (1991, p 611) that assuming the population moment is equal to the sample moment can be treacherous.
Formal approximation using (13) underscores these informal …ndings: see Table  4 , which uses some of the same Gaussian kernels employed in Table 2 . The ordering by Bayes factors is Tsionas model over Rietz model over Labadie model over MehraPrescott model, with the ratios being roughly 5 : 2 : 1 : 0.55. These conclusions are robust over the bandwidths indicated in Table 4 .
Summary and conclusion
This study examined three ways in which computational experiments can be used to see how well dynamic, stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models explain observed behavior. Since these models imply distributions for the paths of prices and quantities, a straightforward, likelihood based approach-termed the strong econometric interpretation in this study-is perhaps the most obvious. Many DSGE models fail under this interpretation because they predict exact relations that are not found in the data.
A widespread interpretation of DSGE models in the macroeconomics literature is that they are intended only to mimic the world along a carefully speci…ed set of dimensions. This interpretation is sometimes reduced to a list of sample moments, on the one hand, and a list of corresponding moments of the model's predictive distribution, on the other. Careful investigators recognize that some basis for comparison of these two sets of moments is needed. Kydland and Prescott (1996) clearly indicate that what is at stake is whether the sample moments are consistent with the predictive distribution of the model for those moments. This inherently Bayesian approach-termed the weak econometric interpretation in this study, and equivalent to a prior predictive analysis-takes the period-to-period dynamics of the models literally in comparing sample moments with the distribution of these sample moments implied by the DSGE model. While it con…nes itself to just a few dimensions of the data, in accounting for sampling variation it makes the same assumptions as does the strong econometric interpretation. It is therefore subject to the same criticism-that those assumptions are inconsistent with what is observed.
To isolate the idea that DSGE models explain only certain dimensions, in a way that does not run afoul of the literal incredibility of these models, this study examined the implications of the claim that DSGE models predict only certain speci…ed population moments of observable data. Since population moments are never observed, a link between population and sample moments must be forged if the DSGE model is to have refutable implications. The study showed that atheoretical econometric models with no claim to prior information about the population moments in question can perform this function, with the DSGE providing the prior distribution for the dimensions it claims to explain. Under this set of assumptions -termed the minimal econometric interpretation in this study -formal model comparison is possible, and is free of the logical problems associated with the weak econometric interpretation. It leads to comparison of the prior distribution of the population moments the model is intended to describe with the posterior distribution of these moments in the auxiliary econometric model. These ideas were illustrated using the "equity premium puzzle"'models of Mehra and Prescott (1985) , Rietz (1988) , Labadie (1989) , and Tsionas (2005) . The weak econometric interpretation rea¢ rmed both the inability of the Mehra-Prescott and Labadie models to account for the sample average risk free rate and equity premium in the U.S., and the ability of the Rietz model and the Tsionas models to do so. This re ‡ects the fact that it is the weak econometric interpretation that is dominant in the DSGE literature of macroeconomics. This application provided a rich graphical interpretation of these models as well as Bayes factors for the comparison of models.
The minimal econometric interpretation of the same models greatly changed the nature of the …ndings, and underscores that point that the methodological issues raised in this study have substantive implications for macroeconomics. The most important …nding was that we in fact have limited information about the population mean of the equity premium, because year-to-year ‡uctuations have been so great. The posterior distribution for the mean of the risk free rate and the equity premium supports values consistent with the original Mehra-Prescott model, the other models considered in this study, and quite likely with all other DSGE models designed to address this question. In the context of the minimal econometric interpretation of these models there is no evidence of an equity premium puzzle in the canonical US data set used to study this question. 
